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Introduction
• Hospitals maintain records of patients, devices, treatments, etc.
• Each record is ‘labeled’ with a code or term
• Each term classifies the record into a certain group
• Caveat: How can we match the terms between two institutions?

• How do we ‘standardize’ terms that are individually ‘standardized’?

<A390>
Disease: Ventricular aneurysm
Symptoms: …
Patients: John Doe, Jane Smith, 
…
……

<56-C>
Disease: Ventricular septal defect
Symptoms: …
Patients: Mike Finch, George Scott, 
…
……

Should these match?



Problem statement
• Specification
• Input: A candidate term
• Output: A target term that corresponds to the input

• Seemingly impossible
• How can we map ‘A390’ to ’56-C’?
• There’s no context!

(we could match the document contents, but need something more 
general and abstract)

• In real life, many terms are separate standardized terms
• E.g., SNOMED-CT
• And these terms are usually paired with descriptions!



Overall idea
• Objective: map source term to ‘semantically equivalent’ target term

• Each term is given a text description

• What if we can match the semantics of the descriptions instead?
• Usagi does something similar: represent semantics by word counts
• Can we do better?

Term ID Description

435753 Malignant lymphoma of intrathoracic lymph nodes

B1132 Reticulosarcoma of intrathoracic lymph vnodes

A41.5 Spinal osteochondrosis lumbar region

…… ……

Term ID Description

A300 Marginal zone lymphoma of intrathoracic lymph node

B100 Neoplasm of intrathoracic lymph nodes

A50 Spinal stenosis lumbar region

…… ……



Preliminaries
• Representation learning:
• Converting an object into a meaningful Euclidean vector
• A.k.a., ‘embedding’

• If we can embed the descriptions, we have a way to represent meaning
• SkiptThought
• InferSent
• BERT

• But how do we decide if two embeddings are similar?
• We’ll address this issue via learning



What is an “Embedding”?
• In the context of today’s talk, “embedding = vector representation”

• Represent various objects as Euclidean vectors

“dog”

“cat”



Why do we need it?
• Short answer: because we can do many interesting things with vectors

• With Euclidean vectors, we can
• Measure similarity (dot product)
• Measure dissimilarity (distance)
• Group like-items (cluster)
• Separate unlike-items (classify)

• i.e., All DM/ML algorithms require vectors



Model architecture
• Train time:
• Increase the probabilities of the correct matches
• Decrease the probabilities of the incorrect matches

Trainable parameters

TOKI: Text-based OMOP Knowledge Integration



Model architecture
• Test time:
• Input is the source term description
• Find the probability of match w.r.t. all descriptions in OMOP-CDM

• Instead of returning a single candidate, return the entire score set
• Top-100 results are good
• Empirically, human operators’ job becomes much easier that way

Input: Source term ‘s’
• SIM ß []
• For all terms ‘t’ in OMOP-CDM:

• Insert sim(s, t) into SIM
• Sort SIM in descending order
• Return SIM



Training set preparation
• The training set

• Positive vs. negative training samples
• Positive (y = 1): correct matches to ‘bring together’
• Negative (y = 0): incorrect matches to ‘separate out’

• Need more negative samples than positive samples
• But how do we collect these?

Source term and description

Target term and description

Match (y=1, positive sample) or not (y=0, negative sample)



Random sampling scheme
• Pair the term with a randomly chosen target term
• Very likely to be a mismatch

• The training process will guide the system to low-rank such pairs



False-positive sampling scheme
• Choose the mismatch pairs from the top-100 list
• In fact, choose a wrong match from that list
• The algorithm will gradually ‘push out’ those false-positives



Hierarchical sampling scheme
• Additionally include terms in the same hierarchy
• Ancestors and descendants are likely to be confused
• Such terms shouldn’t receive high scores, so they serve as negatives



Results
• NPOS: Use N times more negative samples

• FP: Use false-positive training data

• HIER: Hierarchical negative samples



Results
• Qualitative results

Top-10
results



Discussion
• Many negative samples are needed
• Because positive samples will only bring points together
• We need a lot of repulsion
• Pos:Neg = 1:50 suffices to outperform Usagi

• TOKI can capture semantics better than simple word-based approaches
• But not necessarily a replacement of Usagi
• Can be used complementarily 



Conclusion
• a


